
Welcome to Madrid
Together with Cibeles Fountain, Neptuno Fountain is one of the most beautiful and majestic
fountains in Madrid. Both gods occupy prominent positions within Greek mythological
hierarchy and are rivals on the sports field, since the followers of Atlético de Madrid
celebrate their victories in the square that plays tribute to the god of the sea, while those of
Real Madrid do so in the Plaza de la Cibeles.

As part of the original project of Ventura Rodríguez, both fountains were placed facing each other
on either side of the Paseo del Prado. At the end of the 19th century, both Cibeles and Neptuno
underwent a restoration process and were moved, finally occupying the centre of the squares
Plaza de la Cibeles and Plaza de Cánovas del Castillo, respectively.

The authorship of the sculpture is not very clear, since it was commissioned to sculptor Juan
Pascual de Mena, who died before the completion of the piece; however, documents exist which
indicate the work was continued by his apprentice José Arias. Regarding the whole monument, a
carriage in the form of a shell emerges from a rocky base and is pulled by two hippocampi, symbol
of storms and agitated sea. The sculpture represents the god of the sea with his trident upon a
chariot, pulled by two sea horses.

Together with the fountain of Apolo, or the Four Seasons, and that of Cibeles, it formed part of the
decoration for the 'Salón del Prado' exhibition, a project commissioned by King Charles III. Plaza
de Neptuno occupies a central spot in the Paseo del Prado, where the Westin Palace and the Ritz -
two of Madrid's most historic hotels- are situated.

https://www.esmadrid.com/en/tourist-information/fuente-de-la-cibeles
https://www.esmadrid.com/en/tourist-information/fuente-de-apolo-fuente-de-las-cuatro-estaciones
https://www.esmadrid.com/en/tourist-information/fuente-de-la-cibeles
https://www.esmadrid.com/en/accommodation/the-westin-palace
https://www.esmadrid.com/en/accommodation/ritz-madrid


Practical Information

Address
Plaza
Cánovas del Castillo, s/n
28014

Tourist area
Paseo del Arte

Telephone Fax

Website Email

Metro
Sevilla (L2)
Banco de España (L2)

Bus
001, 10, 14, 27, 34, 37, 45, C03, N9, N10,
N11, N12, N13, N14, N15, N17, N25, N26

Cercanías (local train)
Madrid-Atocha

BiciMAD bike-share scheme
Alquiler de bicis (BiciMAD)

Docking stations:

- Calle del Marqués de Cubas, 25

- Calle Antonio Maura, 15

- Plaza de Cibeles

Price

Free access.

Times

Type
Sights and monuments

Official Toursim Website


